A practical system for Chinese-character inputting is designed and implemented. Also, a few auxiliary functions has been integrated into the system to make it more friendly. To input a Chinese character in terms of its three pronunciation components (i.e., syllable initial, syllable final, and lexical tone), a new design of phonetic keyboard, named "yi-yen", is adopted and implemented. For each syllable entered, the user doesn't need to select the desired Chinese character among the homonym characters because the system will automatically select the most likely sentence. Later when proof reading the text, if there are incorrectly inputted characters, the user can still correct them easily through a mechanism provided for homonym character/word replacement. Because the vocabulary words collected in the system's dictionary are limited, an on-line mechanism is therefore implemented for the user to add fresh words to the system's dictionary, to adjust an existing word's frequency count, and to delete an existing word. Also, consider that there are many lessfrequently used Chinese-characters, whose pronunciations may not be known, that cannot be inputted directly. Therefore, the concept of setting up similar-profile characters' group is proposed, and on-line character-group lookup and constructing mechanisms are implemented to help the user to indirectly input those characters.
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